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Abstract: Expropriation of collectively-owned land has become an important realistic path for achieving urban
development andnewurbanization inChina considering the shortageof state-owned land. During this process,
farmers involved in land expropriation are o�en in conflict with one another because of the asymmetry of their
interests. Such conflicts have a considerable e�ect on social harmony and stability. However, few studies have
investigated such conflict of interests between farmers. Therefore, this research analyzed game behavior for
the conflict of interests among farmers. A two-dimensional symmetric evolutionary game model and a multi-
agent simulation experiment were used to explore the conflicts induced by the farmers’ di�erent responses to
land expropriation. This research finds that the changing strategy choices of farmers in the evolutionary game
on collectively owned land expropriation are the main reasons for the occurrence of villager’ confrontations
and “nail households”. Results provide targeted policy recommendations for local governments to promote
cooperation among farmers, thereby enhancing social harmony. The findings also serve as references for other
countries and regions in dealing with intra-conflict of interests in land expropriation.
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Introduction

1.1 Land expropriation occurs frequently throughout China’s rapid urbanization. Alongwith the gradual saturation
of state-owned land supply, the nonagricultural use of collectively owned land provides large-scale nonagri-
cultural construction land for China’s fast economic development and promotion of new urbanization (Ye et al.
2011; Wu et al. 2017; Peng et al. 2018b). Expropriation of collectively owned land for expansion of cities and
towns serves as an important realistic path for encouraging new urbanization. According to the national sta-
tistical yearbook, areas of land requisition increased from 301937.28 hectares in 2007 to 373202.76 hectares in
2015. However, various actual contradictions and “nail households” (residents who refuse to relocate during
land expropriation) can occur easily during land expropriation along with the excessive pursuit of urbanization
(Jin & Chen 2017). Farmers involved in land expropriation attempt to maximize their own economic interests,
otherwise their psychological and emotional needs are neglected. These irrational responses from farmers
have a serious e�ect on social harmony and hinder sustainable urbanization.

1.2 Various conflicts that emergeduring land expropriationpresent barriers for achieving sustainable urbanization.
Land acquisition and demolition between urban and rural areas are conducted separately and independently,
indicating that clear “dual-track” characteristics currently exist between the collectively owned land expropria-
tion systemand thecorresponding landmarket selling system(Ding&Lichtenberg2011;Wuetal. 2018). Whether
for farmland or urban land, nationalization by the government and entrance into the land primary market in
a unified way are necessary to transfer land use rights by various forms, such as transfer, lease, or authorized
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operation. The dual-track system generates the di�erence between the compensation price of the land acqui-
sition and the sale price in the market (Tan & Tu 2009). In addition, land acquisition conflict in the rural-urban
fringe zone is frequent because the needed collectively owned land is usually located at the edge of the urban
area (Bao et al. 2014; Bao & Peng 2016; Peng 2015). Land expropriation conflict is not only a serious social prob-
lem but also an important political issue related to the vital interests of farmers and the harmony and stability
of social development. Numerous agricultural lands are levied, causing the widening economic gap between
urban and rural areas, the increased number of land-expropriated farmers, and political mass disturbance of
farmers. In recent years, many vicious conflict events have occurred because of land expropriation, most of
which transpired between farmers and local governments. Moreover, numerous conflict events on collectively
owned land expropriation have occurred among farmers because of their unequal interests or dissatisfaction
with interest requirements, causing villagers’ confrontations and “nail households”. Land expropriation con-
flicts cause negative social e�ects, that have a direct e�ect on the stability and development of Chinese society,
especially its rural society, and influence the implementation of new urbanization strategy.

1.3 However, few studies have investigated the conflict of interest among farmers. Existing research on land expro-
priation conflicts in China focusedmainly on the reasons and compensation standards involved. Perry &Wong
(1985) examined rural land expropriation conflicts in China since the reform and opening-up and believed that
the conflicts manifest mainly in the competition between villages and villagers for public resources, such as
land. Zou & Oskam (2007) explored the standard compensation for market value during land expropriation in
China. Wehrmann (2008) argued psychological factors constitute the underlying cause of land conflicts. Land
expropriation conflicts have also been investigated from the perspective of relevant stakeholders’ behavior.
Zhu (2013) a�irmed that frequent land expropriation conflicts are caused by the transformation between the
state and social relations and the resulting tension. In addition, several scholars conducted qualitative stud-
ies on the influencing factors of the game strategy between the central government, local governments, rural
collective organization, land-expropriated farmers, and land developers (Ke & He 2006; Wang 2007; Tan & Tu
2009). Zhong (2013) claimed that the advantages of local governments as decision makers render them prone
to illegal behavior in relation to land expropriation. In addition, several researchers have advocated land ex-
propriation humanization and attention toward the psychological demands on farmers to reduce their worries
about life (Zhang et al. 2005; Bao et al. 2017, 2018).

1.4 This study aims to explore the conflicts induced by the di�erent responses of farmers to land expropriation.
Game theory and simulation approach are employed to assist the analysis. Section 2 o�ers relevant literature
review on land expropriation conflicts. Section 3 introduces the evolutionary game model and the simulation
experiment used to verify the propositions. Section 4 provides a sensitivity analysis of all parameters of the
evolutionary gamemodel to check the influence of the parameters on farmers. Section 5 presents an in-depth
discussion based on the findings of the simulation experiment and proposes ways to promote the cooperation
of farmers involved in land expropriation. Section 6 concludes the study and specifies future research direc-
tions.

Literature Review

Land expropriation conflict in China

2.1 Land expropriation conflicts are themost important type of land conflicts. Most studies focused on the concept
of land conflicts, and only fewhave investigated land expropriation conflicts. The concept of land expropriation
conflicts appears to be missing in the academe. Meng (2010) defined land expropriation conflicts as an inter-
active channel in the confrontational psychological or behavioral process caused by intensified contradictions
in which beneficiaries acquire interests during land expropriation. Yuan (2015) asserted that land expropria-
tion conflicts refer mainly to a confrontational interaction process on benefits, in which stakeholders obtain
land resources and unequal interest distribution during land expropriation. Land conflicts are caused by di�er-
ent incentives specified in various definitions. Current studies on the incentives of the objective environment
of land conflicts have been conducted mainly from two perspectives: (1) land compensation and (2) the legal
system. From a land compensation perspective, land expropriation conflicts are generated by the vagueness
and unfairness of property rights and the insu�iciency of compensation and protection. This perspective usu-
ally involves three theoretical explanations: the definitions of property right theory (Fischel & Shapiro 1988),
market mechanism theory (Zhou 2004), and public interest theory (Huang & Wang 2002). From a legal system
perspective, rights contradictions exist because expropriation rights and land planning belong to public power,
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whereas real estate property and land development rights are private in the constitution of rights for collec-
tively owned land expropriation (Shen 2006). The procedural anomie of the legal system triggers primarily the
abuse of land expropriation rights, and the defects in the procedures and rules of land expropriation manifest
in the vagueness of standards and the lack of a guarantee of procedural rights in land expropriation (Cheng
2006). Land expropriation conflicts during urbanization can be considered amutually contradictory interactive
process, in which villagers, the government, developers, and other participants fight over land benefits, power,
and rights (Bao et al. 2017). Therefore, several scholars have explored land expropriation conflict froman incen-
tive perspective. Li (2007) and Meng (2010) argued that the impetus based on the e�ectiveness unconformity
of the conflict subject further stimulates land expropriation conflicts. Tang (2009) found that the main reason
for land expropriation conflict is the complex relationship in the interest game of relevant stakeholders.

2.2 Various major stakeholders are involved in land expropriation conflicts. Zhang (2009) asserted that the main
stakeholders involved in land expropriation conflicts include farmers, central and local governments, enter-
prises, and village committees. Luo (2009) corroborated that five stakeholders are included in land expropria-
tion conflicts: (1) developers, (2) farmers, (3) village committees or village representatives, (4) superior govern-
ments, and (5) local governments (which have a dominant position). Tan & Tu (2009) argued that the types of
land expropriation conflicts involve chiefly conflicts between farmers and enterprises, farmers and local gov-
ernments, farmers and rural collective economic organizations, enterprises and local governments, and rural
collective economic organizations and local governments.

2.3 A gamemodel can simulate the behaviors of stakeholders whose interests depend on one another (Peng et al.
2014; Bao et al. 2015; Liang et al. 2016). Consequently, many scholars have adopted the gamemodel to analyze
the interaction among stakeholders of land conflicts (Yang 2013). Alston et al. (2000) developed a gamemodel
to simulate the antagonistic behavior between a land seizer and a landlord. Hotte (2001) established a conflict
gamemodel based on best land use for investment decisionmaking. Li (2007) used the expanded threat game
model to simulate game bargaining of government o�icials and farmers. On the basis of equilibrium proba-
bility, Zou et al. (2012) proposed that the behaviors of the central and local governments and farmers entail
a dynamic game process in land expropriation conflicts, and established a game model to assess the reasons
for the conflicts. Measures have been proposed to address land expropriation conflicts. Several researchers
have discussed solutions from di�erent perspectives. Fang & Chen (2007) proposed that opening up various
economic and institutional channels are keys to addressing land expropriation conflicts. Ding (2007) argued
that the governing conflicts should be conducted by perfecting legislation, constantly changing governmental
functions, and improving legislation and justice support. Tang (2009) claimed that establishing an interactive
system for the benefit of the political network can address current contradictions in the land expropriation for
China’s urbanization. Liu & Chen (2012) suggested the research paradigm of “land risk” based on risk society
theory to govern conflicts. From the perspective of farmers’ satisfaction, Liu et al. (2012a) proposed that such
scenario not only achieves procedural justice prior to monetary compensation but also ends the embezzling
and withholding of land compensatory funds among village collectives in land expropriation. He (2013) ar-
gued that the combination of social and land security can alleviate land conflicts. The transformation of land
conflicts also solves the problem. Baranyi & Weitzner (2006) stated that the approach of transformation has a
significant advantage over the management, prevention, and resolution of conflict. According to a conflict as-
sessment perspective, several researchers established early warning management mechanisms based on the
conflict evaluation system of land expropriation conflicts in China (Chen et al. 2009; Tan & Qi 2010). From a
public system construction perspective, Zhong (2009) pointed out that the governance of land expropriation
conflicts should emphasize governmental responsibility and gradually establish the consciousness of multi-
ple principal responsibilities to construct a governing network for land expropriation conflicts with diversified
stakeholders.

2.4 However, few studies have investigated the conflict of interests among farmers involved in land expropriation.
The e�ect of land expropriation on farmers is twofold: adverse and beneficial. To a certain extent, farmers are
rational people who consider the costs and benefits of land expropriation (Li 2007). A�er land expropriation,
farmers lose their land and their land-related rights and interests, such as land income and disposal rights (Tan
2006). Their dependence on a familiar environment and their social relations are also a�ected or broken, which
increases their survival costs. Generally, farmers do not observe or consider the benefits of land expropriation
but insteadconcern themselves fullywith the cost of land loss fromtheir ownperspectives. Therefore, to reduce
profit loss from land expropriation, farmers findmeans to competewith village organizations and local govern-
ments when they are dissatisfied with the standards of land compensation. In addition, farmers involved in
land expropriation o�en unconsciously produce an inimical emotion during this process, which breeds con-
flicts. Land expropriation conflicts, including “nail households” and villager’ confrontations, seriously a�ect
village harmony, cause real challenges, and long-term hidden danger to rural stability, and increase rural gov-
ernance di�iculty.
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Methods in land expropriation conflict research

2.5 Various qualitativemethods, including case studies andnormative research, havebeenused to investigate land
expropriation conflicts worldwide. Amman & Duraiappah (2004) conducted field studies in the Narok region of
Kenya and ascertained that di�erent perceptions of national and regional leaders of land system exacerbate
conflicts that usually evolve into violence. Boydell (2003) selected Palestine, Cambodia, Sri Lanka, Colombia,
Guatemala, Burundi, andMozambique as case study areas and used the theory andmethod of conflict dynam-
ics to determine if land policy is a key factor in land expropriation conflicts. Ramirez (2002) proposed a con-
ceptual framework of land conflict management based on so� systemmethodology and created a conceptual
map of this management. Liu et al. (2012b) carried out an empirical research on the monetary compensation
and influencing factors of land expropriation and found that institutional adjustment and farmer participation
are necessary in governing land expropriation conflicts. Li et al. (2006) divided the root causes of land con-
flicts in rural areas into three aspects based on theories of philosophy and political economy: (1) land conflict
stakeholder, (2) land conflict ontology, and (3) institutional arrangement deficit.

2.6 Severalquantitativemethodshavealsobeenused toexamine landexpropriationconflicts. Toanalyze the trans-
formation between avoidance, competition, cooperation, and reconciliation of land conflicts, Boydell (2001)
employed the imagemethod and analytic hierarchy process to establishmodels of double correlation and ben-
efit power and relationship. De Wit (2002) investigatedmeasures of reducing land conflicts by utilizing an opti-
mizedmodel in landuseplanning. Yanget al. (2008) studied the compensation standards for landexpropriation
from theperspectives of theGini coe�icient and Lorenz curve. Using a regressionmodel, Tu (2009) analyzed the
induced factors of conflicts quantitatively and concluded that themost influential factor is the sense of fairness
in land expropriation compensation. Numerous scholars utilized conflict analysis to add a sense of conceptual
risk to the player of conflicts and propose an improved solution (Zhang 1990). However, the conflict analysis
method in China, whether as theoretical or empirical research, remains immature. In summary, themost obvi-
ous drawback of the quantitative approach is the di�iculty in addressing unquantifiable factors.

2.7 Multi-agent simulation is an alternative method used to investigate land expropriation conflicts. In general,
game theoretical models can describe the hypothetical relations among agents, which are valuable tools for
illustrating multi-agent systems (Le Bars & Le Grusse 2008). In other words, game modeling is an appropriate
method to understand the function of multi-agent systems (Barreteau et al. 2001). Therefore, many scholars
combine game theory with multi-agent simulation in their research. Douma et al. (2012) applied the simula-
tion game to a multi-agent system for barge handling in a seaport. Nishino et al. (2017) utilized multi-agent
simulation methodology and game modeling to analyze the e�ects of strategy imitation on cooperation net-
work formation and the di�erences in the game players’ abilities. In the domain of land expropriation conflicts,
however, most current studies focused on the application of the game model to evaluate the game among
stakeholders. By contrast, research on behavioral simulation in collectively owned land expropriation remains
deficient. The behavior of stakeholders and the interaction between stakeholders and the environment in col-
lectively owned land expropriation conflicts is complex. Moreover, the agent modeling method can combine
the micro-behavior and emerging macroscopic phenomena of complex systems by modeling and simulating
basic elements and their interactions in the systems (Filatova et al. 2009; Schwarz et al. 2012; Polhill et al. 2010).
Applying the agent-based modeling method to land expropriation conflicts among farmers not only analyzes
the evolutionary gambling behavior of farmers, but also enriches the application direction of the method and
achieves a breakthrough in current research techniques and existing theory of land expropriation conflicts.

Research Method

3.1 This section discusses the logic of the farmers’ behavior from the evolutionary game theoretical perspective.
The simulation platform is then used to simulate the game model for the visualization of its evolution laws.
Figure 1 summarizes these relationships. Themodel code is available here: https://www.comses.net/codebase-
release/c65119e8-5c36-4334-a8e9-31dce39921dd/.

3.2 According to evolutionary game theory, the interactive e�ects among individual agents with di�ering decision
processesandcapabilities canbe investigatedusing theevolutionarygamemodel (Windrumetal. 2007). There-
fore,we construct amodel on the conflict of interests among farmers involved in landexpropriationandanalyze
its evolutionary stable strategies and payo� functions. A corresponding simulation experiment was conducted
for di�erent farmer responses to land expropriation by using the Netlogo simulation platform. The consistency
between simulation results and the evolutionary game stable strategies (evolutionary game results) were veri-
fied. A sensitivity analysis for all parameters of the evolutionary gamemodelwas also provided to further check
the influence of parameters on farmers involved in land expropriation.
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Figure 1: The theoretical model of the research.

Model specification

3.3 The basic hypothesis of evolutionary game theory is the bounded rationality hypothesis. This theory assumes
that individual behavior is not optimized in reality and that individual decision making is achieved by various
dynamic processes, such as imitation, learning, and mutation (Friedman 1998; Bao et al. 2015). This theory
includes two aspects: (1) dynamic replication and (2) evolutionary stability strategy (ESS). Dynamic replication
is the principal mechanism of agent imitation and strategy adjustment in the evolutionary game. An ESS is a
strategicmanifestation of population stability and an evolution trend of evolutionary game agents (Xie 2010; Li
et al. 2017).

3.4 Farmers involved in land expropriation are bounded rationality actors influenced by the objective environment
and other game players. Strategy selection is an evolutionary process wherein e�orts and imitation are based
continuously on bounded rationality and uncertainty. Such selection is also a time-varying dynamic game pro-
cess. When farmersdi�er in termsof capacity for informationacquisitionandhandling, their levelof knowledge,
unfair benefit distribution, and game process become uncertain. This uncertainty may lead to multiple states,
such as the villagers’ confrontation and “nail households” in land acquisition and demolition processes.

Assumptions of themodel

3.5 To simplify the analysis, three basic assumptions are made:

1. Random pairing of two pairs of games;

2. Bounded rationality economic man;

3. Symmetrical evolutionary game.

3.6 Assumption 1 indicates that although the decision makers in the two groups constituted by farmers face all in-
dividuals in the opposing group, the model assumes that the game is repeated between the individuals of the
two groups in random pairing. Individuals may change strategies by mean of repeated games to obtain opti-
mal benefits; hence, this game is regarded as a mixed-strategy Nash equilibrium (Lee 2018). This study selects
individuals randomly from a large group and conducts a symmetrical two-player game where all of them are
born to “be specified” to implement a mixed strategy at the beginning of the game. If the optimal equilibrium
strategy can withstand errors and the deviation of the interference caused by bounded rationality can still be
restored with minimal interference, then the strategy is identified as a stable evolution and the equilibrium is
known as ESS (Weibull 1996; Phillips-Alonge 2018).

3.7 Assumption 2 indicates that farmers involved in land expropriation are bounded rationality economic people,
which mean that farmers cannot select the best strategy at the onset, but they do so a�er continuous trial and
imitation to find the optimal strategy. The two sides take the principle of optimal strategy from their demands
and the actual situation to pursue their own benefit maximization. The players cannot identify and select such
strategy at the beginning of the game because the bounded rationality hypothesis is the basic hypothesis of
evolutionary game theory, and they find or choose the ESS through continuous comparison, learning, and im-
itation.

3.8 Assumption 3 indicates that the two game players are similar and that the di�erent gains obtained from the
two sides are caused by their dissimilar actions. The game strategies of all farmers are cooperative and non-
cooperative. Cooperation means that farmers agree with land expropriation, whereas noncooperation implies
that farmers will hinder land expropriation. In this case, the conflict of interests will occur easily. Under the
model, the game is a two-dimensional symmetric one dependent on the attributes of the players.
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Model analysis of payo� function

3.9 To simulate the behavior of farmers involved in land expropriation conflicts, the payo� functions of the two
players are analyzed initially. This research assumes that the total amount of income obtained by farmers from
landexpropriation isR0. Whenboth sidesadopta cooperative strategy, their earningsare R0

2 . Conversely,when
they adopt a non-cooperative strategy, the cost of farmers in response to other farmers who adopt cooperative
strategies isCf , and the cooperative cost of land expropriation isC0.

3.10 Themodel results are as follows and are summarized in Table 1:

1. The harmony of villagers (cooperation, cooperation) and payment functions of both game agents are
R0

2 −C0. All landless farmers formaunified cooperation resolution tomatch theworks of landacquisition
and demolition.

2. The resistance of villagers (noncooperation, noncooperation) and the payment function of both game
agents are−Cf . The two gameplayers select the noncooperation strategy at this point. Such choicemay
be attributed to the dissatisfaction of farmers with acquisition compensation or the division of opinion
among farmers (Peng et al. 2018a). Thus, both sides resist land acquisition and demolition.

3. The conflict of villagers (cooperation, noncooperation) and payment functions are R0 − C0 and −Cf ,
respectively. Several farmers involved in land expropriation choose a cooperative strategy, whereas the
restof thevillagers resist landacquisitionanddemolitionbecauseofunfair treatmentor cliqueconfliction
among themor for other reasons. Both sides expect the other party to change the current strategy to limit
the corresponding executor costs of the conflict that has emerged.

Farmers 2

Farmers 1
cooperation noncooperation

cooperation R0

2 − C0; R0

2 − C0 R0 − C0;−Cf

noncooperation −Cf ;R0 − C0 −Cf ;−Cf

Table 1: The payment matrix of farmers involved in collectively owned land expropriation.

R0: Total amount of income obtained from land expropriation

C0: Cooperative costs of farmers involved in land expropriation

Cf : Coping costs of farmers involved in land expropriation

Analysis of dynamic replication equation and evolutionary stable strategies

3.11 Assume that the proportion of farmerswho adopt the cooperative strategy isx and the proportion of thosewho
take non-cooperative strategies is 1 − x, where x is the function of time t.

3.12 The average profit, which refers to the cooperative strategy adopted by farmers, isU1.

U1 = x
(R0

2
− C0

)
+ (1 − x)(R0 − C0) (1)

3.13 The average profit, which indicates the non-cooperative strategies adopted by farmers, isU2.

U2 = x(−Cf ) + (1 − x)(−Cf ) (2)

3.14 The average benefit of farmers is Ū .
Ū = xU1 + (1 − x)U2 (3)

3.15 Subsequently, the dynamic changing rate of ratio x (which denotes farmers who choose the cooperative strat-
egy) can be expressed as follows:

F (x) =
dx

dt
= x(U1 − Ū) = x(1 − x)(U1 − U2) = x(1 − x)

[
R0 − C0 + Cf − x

R0

2

]
(4)
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3.16 To solve the di�erential equations presented above, the three following stable solutions can be obtained:

x∗1 = 0; x∗2 = 1; x∗3 =
2(R0 − C0 + Cf )

R0

3.17 According to the nature of the ESS, a steady state must have good stability for small perturbations. According
to the stability theorem of di�erential equations, when the interference causes x to be below x∗, when the
interference causes x to be higher than x∗, F (x) = dx

dt < 0, which means that the derivative F ′(x) of F (x) at
the steady states (tangent slope) F ′(x) is less than zero. Therefore,

F ′(x) = R0 − C0 + Cf + 2x
(
C0 −

3R0

2
− Cf

)
+

3R0

2
x2 (5)

3.18 Based on the above equations, the following propositions can bemade:

3.19 Proposition 1: WhenR0 < C0 − Cf , x∗1 = 0 is the evolution strategy of the game.
Proof: WhenR0 < C0 −Cf , that is,R0 −C0 +Cf < 0. In this situation, x∗3 < 0, which is improper. Therefore,
the dynamic replication equation has two equilibrium points: x∗1 = 0 and x∗2 = 1. Given that F ′(1) > 0,
F ′(0) < 0, x∗1 = 0 is the ESS of the evolutionary game, which has good stability for small perturbations.
Proposition 1 shows that when the total amount of income obtained from land expropriation by farmers (R0)
is less than the di�erences between the costs of di�erent strategiesC0 − Cf they adopted, numerous rational
farmers will choose non-cooperative strategies. Simultaneously, villagers will resist collectively owned land
expropriation.

3.20 Proposition 2: WhenR0 > 2(C0 − Cf ), x∗2 is the evolution strategy of the game.
Proof: When R0 > 2(C0 − Cf ), that is, 2(R0 − C0 + Cf ) > R0. Simultaneously ,x∗3 > 1, which is im-
proper. Therefore, the dynamic replication equation has two equilibrium points: x∗1 = 0 and x∗2 = 1. Given
that F ′(1) < 0, F ′(0) > 0, x∗2 = 1 is the ESS of the evolutionary game, which has good stability for small
perturbations.
Proposition 2 indicates that when land acquisition compensation obtained by farmers and given by local gov-
ernment is more than twice the di�erence between the costs of di�erent strategies 2(C0 − Cf ) they adopted,
numerous rational farmers will choose the cooperative strategy. Simultaneously, villagers will be harmonious
during collectively owned land expropriation.

3.21 Proposition 3: WhenC0 − Cf < R0 < 2(C0 − Cf ), x∗3 =
2(R0−C0+Cf )

R0
is the evolution strategy of the game.

Proof: When C0 − Cf < R0 < 2(C0 − Cf ), that is, 0 < x∗3 < 1, which can be selected. Therefore, the
dynamic replication equation has three equilibrium points: x∗1 = 0, x∗2 = 1, and x∗3 =

2(R0−C0+Cf )
R0

. Given

that F (1) > 0, (0) > 0, F ′(x∗3) < 0, x∗3 =
2(R0−C0+Cf )

R0
is the ESS of the evolutionary game, which has good

stability for small perturbations.
Proposition 3 shows that when the land acquisition compensation obtained by farmers and given by the local
governments ismore than the di�erence between costs of di�erent strategiesC0−Cf and is less than twice the
di�erence among costs of di�erent strategies 2(C0−Cf ) they adopted, the proportion of 2(R0−C0−Cf )

R0
farmers

involved in land expropriation adopts the cooperative strategy, whereas the proportion of C0−R0−2Cf

R0
farmers

adopts non-cooperative strategies. Simultaneously, the conflict of interests among villagers will occur during
collectively owned land expropriation.

Multi-agent simulation

3.22 This research focuseson thesymmetricevolutionamong farmers involved in landexpropriationconflicts. There-
fore, the existence of two types of agents in themodel, farmers and real environment, is assumed. The real en-
vironment is a virtual subject that does not participate in creating the simulationmodel; instead, it aimsmainly
to generate the space of the agent and records the changes and numbers of other subjective attributes.

Simulation process

3.23 The simulation experiment of the conflict of interests among farmers involved in land expropriation is divided
into four stages:
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3.24 First, a simulation model was set up based on the constructed evolutionary game model. Subsequently, the
samples of agents (farmers) for the model were selected. Second, the rule set of behavioral strategy is con-
structed based on the established evolution model. The parameters were simultaneously chosen assuming
relative value in accordancewith the actual situation and enter them in the simulation platform for experimen-
tation. Third, the design and revision of processes are carried out in the simulation implementation phase,
and the simulation experiment is run on the existing simulation platform. Lastly, the simulation results of the
experiment are observed and analyzed to determine whether the results are consistent with the evolution of
stable equilibrium. The experiment is completed if the conditions are matched; otherwise, the parameters of
simulation are set or the rule set of the behavioral strategy of the agent is re-entered alongwith the parameters
in the simulation to run the experiment.

Figure 2: The flow chart of simulation experiment .

Simulation requirements

3.25 Assume that the system environment is a square area and the surrounding environment is initially distributed
randomly by the agent of farmers involved in land expropriation, who move randomly in each model cycle.
Therefore, the simulation parameters are set as follows:

1. Initial conditions: the total number of farmers involved in land expropriation is 200, and the number of
cooperative and non-cooperative strategies is initially 1:1.

2. Simulation cycle: each simulation cycle corresponds to a month in the actual environment in a round of
game time of farmers. The total duration of each test is T cycle (T ≤ 80), and the entire test is equivalent
to the simulation, which is less than seven years.

3. Behavioral rules: individual strategies can imitate other individual behaviors in the evolutionary pro-
cess to maximize individual benefits. In the simulation experiment, individual behavioral rules follow
the changes of the dynamic replication equation.

4. Termination condition: when the strategic proportion of the group in the system no longer changes with
time, the game reaches a stable equilibrium solution, that is, no further variation occurs.

Parameter setting

3.26 According to the conditions of di�erent propositions, three parameters a�ect the conflict of interests in land
expropriation among farmers, namely, the total amount of incomeobtainedby farmers from landexpropriation
(R0), the cooperative costs of farmers involved in land expropriation (C0), and the coping costs of farmers in
response to other farmerswho adopt cooperative strategies (Cf ). These parameters can be set in the following:
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1. According to the conditions of Proposition 1, (R0−C0+Cf < 0), simulationparameters (R0 = 2,C0 = 5,
Cf = 2) are selected. These parameters are entered into the initialized Netlogo platform to facilitate the
simulation experiment.

2. According to the conditions of Proposition 2, (R0 > 2(C0−Cf )), simulationparameters (R0 = 6,C0 = 4,
Cf = 2) are selected These parameters are entered into the initialized Netlogo platform to conduct the
simulation experiment.

3. According to the conditions of Proposition 3, (C0 − Cf < R0 < 2(C0 − Cf )), simulation parameters
(R0 = 5, C0 = 4, Cf = 1) are selected. These parameters are entered into the initialized Netlogo
platform to carry out the simulation experiment.

Simulation

3.27 (1) Figure 3 depicts the system results a�er multiple simulation cycles. Farmers involved in land expropriation
select the non-cooperative stable strategy in this situation. The scenario presented abovemeans that the stable
solution of the system is x∗1 = 0, and the result is consistent with the condition and conclusion of Proposition 1.

Figure 3: Simulation of the results under the condition of Proposition 1.

3.28 The simulation result in Figure 3 shows the case in which the initial ratio of cooperation and noncooperation
among farmers is 0.5. When the land acquisition compensationR0 obtained by the farmers from the local gov-
ernments is less than the di�erence between the costs of di�erent strategiesC0−Cf they adopted, agentswith
di�erent strategies in the mutual gamble, who adopted the initial cooperative strategy based on the principle
of maximizing revenue, gradually shi� their strategy to the non-cooperative one by imitation. The stable re-
sults of the system involve non-cooperative strategies adopted by all agents. Mapping the simulation result to
the real situation shows that, under these conditions, numerous rational farmers will choose non-cooperative
strategies and resist collectively owned land expropriation.

3.29 (2) Figure 4 shows the system results a�er multiple simulation cycles. Farmers involved in land expropriation
select the cooperative stable strategy in this situation. The scenario presented above means that the stable
solution of the system isx∗2 = 1 and that the outcome is consistentwith the condition and conclusion of Propo-
sition 2.
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Figure 4: Simulation of the results under the condition of Proposition 2.

3.30 The simulation result in Figure 4 shows that for the case where the initial ratio of cooperation and noncooper-
ation among farmers is 0.5 and the land acquisition compensationR0 obtained by farmers from local govern-
ments is more than twice the di�erence between the costs of the di�erent strategies 2(C0 −Cf ) they adopted,
agents with di�erent strategies in the mutual gamble, who adopted the initial non-cooperative strategy based
on the principle ofmaximizing revenue, gradually shi� their strategy to the cooperative one by imitation. More-
over, the stable result of the system isobtained through thecooperative strategyadoptedbyall agents. Mapping
the simulation results to the real situation shows that, under these conditions, numerous rational farmers will
choose the cooperative strategy and be harmonious toward collectively owned land expropriation.

3.31 (3) Figure 5 shows the system results a�ermultiple simulation cycles. The proportion of farmers who select the
cooperative strategy is 0.8. Subsequently, we take parameters (R0 = 5, C0 = 4, Cf = 1) into the equation
(x∗3 =

2(R0−C0+Cf )
R0

) to obtain a stable system solution, which is x∗3 = 0.8. The outcome is consistent with the
condition and conclusion of Proposition 3.

Figure 5: Simulation of the results under the condition of Proposition 3.

3.32 The simulation result in Figure 5 shows that in a case where the number of cooperative and non-cooperative
strategieswas initially 1:1 and the landacquisition compensationR0 obtainedby the farmers from the local gov-
ernments is more than the di�erence between the costs of di�erent strategies C0 − Cf and is less than twice
the di�erence among costs of di�erent strategies 2(C0 − Cf ) they adopted, the system reveals a stable result
where 80%and 20%of the agents select cooperative and non-cooperative strategies, respectively, by imitating
based on the principle ofmaximizing revenue a�er a long simulation period. Mapping the simulation results to
the real situation indicates that the entire proportion of 2(R0−C0+Cf )

R0
farmers will adopt the cooperative strat-

egy, but the proportion of C0−R0−2Cf

R0
farmers will adopt non-cooperative strategies under these conditions.

Conflicts will appear on collectively owned land expropriation.
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Analysis of Simulation Parameters

4.1 The model assumes that farmers involved in land expropriation are bounded rational stakeholders. As men-
tioned, threeparametersa�ect theconflictof interests in landexpropriationamong farmers: (1) the total amount
of income obtained from land expropriation of farmers (R0), (2) the cooperative costs of farmers involved in
land expropriation (C0), and (3) coping costs of farmers in response to other farmers who adopt cooperative
strategies (Cf ). The influence of these parameters on the choice of responses by famers will be analyzed in
this section. Based on the practical significance of dimensionless parameters, without loss of generality, we
considered the relative size of these parameters and select them for analysis in several scenarios.

Total amount of income obtained from land expropriation (R0)

4.2 The e�ect of changes in the total amount of income by farmers’ strategies is investigated by setting the pa-
rameter R0 from 4 to 16 while fixing others. Figure 6 reveals that the time for farmers to choose cooperative
strategies is shortened when the total amount of income increases from 4 to 16. In other words, in the same
time, farmers aremore likely to choose cooperative strategywhen the total amount of income is greater. A high
income gained by farmersmeans that their rights and interests are guaranteed, whichwill increase the number
of farmers who adopt cooperative strategies. This change is observed in real practice as farmers increasingly
participate in such strategies when the income from land expropriation increases, especially because the rea-
son for their resistance is the pursuit of greater benefits.

Figure 6: The e�ects of total amount of income on the evolutionary strategy of farmers.

Cooperative costs of farmers involved in land expropriation (C0)

4.3 Similarly, the cooperative costs of farmers involved in land expropriation (C0) are changed between 2 and 8
while fixing other parameters to investigate the e�ects of cooperative costs of land expropriation. Figure 7
shows that the time for farmers to choose cooperative strategies is extended when cooperative costs increase
from 2 to 8. In this process, farmers may be unwilling to adopt cooperative strategies as cooperative costs in-
crease. When cooperative costs are high and stakeholder interests are not guaranteed, farmers would usually
take variousmeasures to protect their rights, whichwill result in conflicts. High cooperative cost usually results
from information asymmetry, diversification of interest demands, and decentralization of decision-making in
practice. This phenomenon is also observed in practice wherein the progress of land expropriation is usually
slower with increasing cooperative cost.
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Figure 7: The e�ects of the cost of land expropriation on the evolutionary strategy of farmers.

Coping costs of farmers involved in land expropriation (Cf )

4.4 The e�ects of coping costs on the evolutionary strategy of stakeholders are investigated by changingCf while
fixing other parameters. Simulation results in Figure 8 reveals that the time for farmers to choose cooperative
strategies is shortened when coping costs increase from 1 to 7. In other words, in the same time, farmers are
more likely to choose cooperative strategy when coping costs are greater. Findings indicate that stakeholders
will adopt cooperative strategies when costs are too high for them to protect their rights, and the probability of
triggering conflicts is lower under this circumstance. This outcome is echoed by the practice wherein farmers
unify as onegroup to seekmorebenefits if the individuals finddi�iculty in bargainingwith the local government
or its agents.

Figure 8: The e�ects of the coping cost on the evolutionary strategy of farmers.

Discussion on the Simulation Results

Implications of simulation results

5.1 From the above simulation results, we conclude that farmers involved in land expropriationwill adopt di�erent
responses to the conflict of interests.
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5.2 When the level of land expropriation compensation for all farmers is extremely high and cooperative costs are
low, boycott costs are high, namely,R0 > 2(C0 −Cf ). Simultaneously, the payment of farmers who chose the
cooperative strategy is higher than that under non-cooperative strategy. the final evolutionary result must be
an increased number of farmers who select the cooperative strategy.

5.3 When the landexpropriation compensationprovidedby the local governments is lower or the cooperative costs
of farmers involved in land expropriation are much higher than that incurred in the non-cooperative strategy,
then, R0 < C0 − Cf . In this case, the payment of the farmers who selected the cooperative strategy will be
less than that of the non-cooperative strategy. Furthermore, the final evolutionary result must be an increased
number of farmers who select the non-cooperative strategy.

5.4 In reality, local governments are under a certain cost, and the benefits obtained by farmers occur in a varying
range of cooperative costs, namely, C0 − Cf < R0 < 2(C0 − Cf ). The number of farmers who chose co-
operative and non-cooperative strategies is close to a stable equilibrium level a�er several generations of the
evolutionary game, which confirms the condition x∗3 =

2(R0−C0+Cf )
R0

. In this case, three possibilities may oc-
cur: (1) When the proportion of farmers who choose the non-cooperative strategy in this equilibrium level is
large, resistance among villagers will occur. (2) When the proportion of farmers who choose the cooperative
and non-cooperative strategies is approximately the same, conflict with the villagers will also occur. (3) When
theproportion of farmerswho select the non-cooperative strategy in this equilibrium level is small, “nail house-
holds” will occur.

Means to promote cooperation of farmers involved in land expropriation

5.5 In this section, we propose two ways of promoting the cooperation of farmers involved in land expropriation
by means of the simulation results above: reducing the variation of cooperative costs and increasing the total
amount of income obtained from land expropriation.

5.6 Two methods can be selected to reduce the variation of cooperative costs, (C0 − Cf ). On the one hand, the
government can take some measures to increase the cost of resistance (Cf ), including punishing farmers who
provoke resistance to landexpropriation, and reducing cooperativeawards. On theotherhand, thegovernment
can reduce cooperative costs (C0), such as by establishing land expropriation of the green channel to simplify
procedures and processes to improve the e�iciency of dispute handling and increasing the resettlement com-
pensation to reduce the executory costs of the farmers.

5.7 The government can also increase the total amount of income(R0). Local governments can encourage non-
cooperative farmers by o�ering themappropriate policy concessions or other rights that do not exceed the rea-
sonable range of game conditions in this study to ensure that the payment of farmers adopting the cooperative
strategy is higher than those who adopt the non-cooperative strategy.

Conclusion

6.1 Existing studies on land expropriation conflicts are based mainly on structuralism and focus on static norma-
tive research, case analysis, and subjective experience summary. However, these studies lacked a bottom-up
modeling of the evolution of expropriation and demolition conflict, as well as quantitative systematic study.
On the basis of the existing studies, the current study constructs an evolutionary gamemodel and carries out a
simulation experiment to analyze the di�erent responses to the conflict of interests in land expropriation. From
the experiment, farmerswill adopt di�erent strategies based on the variation ofR0,C0 andCf to copewith po-
tential conflicts of interests. Under di�erent conditions, the evolutionary trend of farmers’ strategies will tend
to be stable. Therefore, local governments can e�ectively promote cooperation of farmers in accordance with
themost reasonable cost rangebasedondi�erent evolutionary outcomesof simulation, including reducing the
variation of cooperative costs and increasing the total amount of income obtained from land expropriation.

6.2 However, a series of problems are encountered during the research. First, the strategy and condition of the
conflict of collectively owned land expropriation game are defined and remained partial and idealized in the
evolutionary game model constructed by this study. For example, the e�iciency of information transmission
and endowment e�ect among game agents should be considered in reality. Second, this study applies the sim-
ulationmodelingmethod into land expropriation conflicts among farmers, which remains in the primary stage
of exploration. The population density on the e�ect of land expropriation and other aspects in the simulation
platform can still go further. Therefore, future studies should also consider the points presented above.
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